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S potlight

Australian Ambassador to China
Ms Frances Adamson Delivers Speech

O

n the occasion of the pproaching

to Australia as one of a few state leaders

International Women’s Day, the

who visited around Australia. As an im-

Australian Ambassador to China

portant economic and financial center as

Ms Frances Adamson visited SCU and de-

well as a transport hub in southwestern

livered a speech entitled The World Will

China, Sichuan and Chengdu are impor-

Bbecome Better in Competing Rights and

tant partners of Australia, said Ambassa-

Interests for Women on March 6. She was

dor Ms Frances Adamson. And Australia

accompanied by Ms Nancy Gordon, the

is now further promoting bilateral trade

Consul-General of Australia in Chengdu

and investment cooperation through

and some other Australian officials.

Australia- Sichuan Trade & Investment

Prof. Li Guangxian, Executive Vice-

Roundtable Conference and other chan-

President of SCU and Prof. Yan Shijing, Vice-

nels.

President of SCU, met with the delegation

As the first female ambassador of Aus-

headed by Ms Frances Adamson before she

tralia to China, the speech delivered by

gave the speech. Officials from departments

Ms Frances Adamson focused on efforts

concerned also attended the meeting.

and achievements of Australia to strive

Executive Vice-President Li extended

for rights and interests of women in

a warm welcome to the delegation led

Australia and even the world.In the up-

by Ambassador Ms Frances Adamson.

son delivered a wonderful speech about

coming International Working Women’s

He introduced the talent cultivation and

the upcoming International Working

Day, Ambassador Ms Frances Adamson

scientific research cooperation between

Women’s Day to the teachers and stu-

said, we should think carefully of the

SCU and Australian universities and

dents of SCU at the Lecture Hall of Busi-

contributions that the women made

enterprises, for example, Monash Univer-

ness School of SCU.

in the past, or are making at present or

sity, The University of New South Wales,

At the beginning of the lecture, Am-

will make in the future in terms of the

The University of Adelaide, The Univer-

bassador Ms Frances Adamson reviewed

economy, politics and society. These

sity of Western Australia and Cochlear

the amicable relationship between China

thoughts could remind us the difficulties

Limited. He also hoped that Ambassador

and Australia, especially between Sichuan

we experienced in bringing about this

Ms Frances Adamson’s visit could deepen

and Australia. With the further strength-

more equal world and spur us to build a

Australia’s understanding of SCU, further

ening of cooperation between China and

more inclusive and equal society.Ambas-

promote exchange and cooperation be-

Australia in 2004, it could be regarded as

sador Ms Frances Adamson reviewed the

tween both sides and drive the mutual

the “year of opportunity” for both coun-

substantive changes to women in differ-

development.

tries, she said. In 2014, Prime Minister

ent countries after Beijing Platform for

Ambassador Ms Frances Adamson

of Australia Tony Abbott led the largest

Action with the aim of gender equality

showed gratitude for the warm wel-

delegation to visit China; with the hold-

was passed in The 4th UN World Confer-

come by SCU. She expressed her hope

ing of G20 Summit and The 22

APEC

ence on Women in 1995. She also hoped

of further promoting and strengthening

Economic Leaders’ Meeting, China and

that, with the concerted efforts of Austra-

exchange and cooperation between rel-

Australia made great contribution to eco-

lia, China and other countries, the future

evant Australia bodies and SCU through

nomic growth and social infrastructure

of women in the whole world would

exchange and cooperation plans of Aus-

construction, etc, across the entire region

take shape like this: every woman is free

tralian Government in the future.

and even the world; after G20 Summit,

and able to make her own decisions,

Chairman Xi Jinping paid a state visit

and enjoys the rights of freedom without

Then Ambassador Ms Frances Adam-
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violence, receiving school education, taking part in decision-making and getting
equal pay for equal work, etc.”We firmly
believe that the world will become better in competing rights and interests for
women”, Ambassador Ms Frances Adamson said.”
During the speech, Ambassador Ms
Frances Adamson underlined the need
of education and communication as the
most effective ways to strive for rights
and interests of women. She introduced
“Australia Working Holiday Program”
and “Colombo Plan” to the teachers and
students of SCU, which are implemented
by Australia Government. She said students in SCU are outstanding young people from all over China and are welcome
in Australia to continue their study and
realize cultural exchange, so as to make

The speech was followed by answering

and communication, etc. Ambassador

contribution in promoting cooperation

questions raised by teachers and students

Ms Frances Adamson answered the ques-

between China and Australia. At last,

who attended the lecture, ranging from

tions one by one, and her humorous

Ambassador Ms Frances Adamson said

academic exchange between universities

words gave rise to bursts of laughter. The

“Happy New Year” in fluent Chinese to

of China and Australia, environmental

Q & A finished in an amiable and relaxed

all teachers and students in SCU.

protection policies to cultural exchange

atmosphere.

Pakistani Ambassador to China
Masood Khalid Visits SCU

I

n the morning of March 16, a delegation headed by Mr. Masood Khalid,
the Pakistani Ambassador to China,

visited Sichuan University (SCU). They
were warmly received by SCU President Xie
Heping and Dr. Yan Shijing, vice president
of SCU, and other SCU officials.
During the meeting, Xie said that, since
the establishment of the Pakistan Study
Center in 2007, a large number of scholars
have conducted in-depth researches in
many aspects of Pakistan, including economy, culture, history and religion, and have
made some achievements. As SCU has
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development of the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor.
Khalid expressed his gratitude to the
warm welcome from SCU, and said that he
is delighted to see Pakistan students working very hard in SCU. He also stated that
China and Pakistan are “all-weather strategic partners”, and cooperation between
Pakistani universities and SCU would be
strengthened. Through his visit to SCU,
Khalid hoped that cooperation between
both sides and the development of the
Economic Corridor would be strengthened.
After the meeting, the delegation, accompanied by Prof. Yan, visited the Pakiattached great importance to international

Students from Pakistan are welcome to

stan Study Center attached to SCU’s Insti-

talent cultivation, the university has held

study in SCU, he added. He hopes that the

tute of South Asian Studies. The head of

the University Immersion Program in three

visit of Ambassador Masood Khalid could

the center presented their research achieve-

consecutive years, which was committed to

further promote exchange and cooperation

ments.

building a high-end international exchange

in scientific research and talent training

and cooperation platform, Xie stressed.

between both sides, so as to facilitate the

Then, Khalid met with the Pakistani students in SCU.

SCU President Xie Heping Meets Amir Lati,
Consul-General of Israel in Chengdu

O

n March 20, Amir Lati, consulgeneral of Israel in Chengdu
visited SCU. President Xie Hep-

ing received the visiting guests. Prof. Yan
Shijing, vice-president of SCU and officials from departments concerned also
attended the meeting.
President Xie briefed the situations of
SCU, expressed his hope to facilitate the
exchange and cooperation between educational, academic institutions of Israel
and SCU on cultural exchanges, scientific
research, overseas student cultivation and
student employment, etc.President Xie
also invited consul-general Amir Lati to
deliver a speech at SCU.
Consul-general Amir Lati expressed his
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appreciation for warm reception of SCU.

strengthen mutual links between educa-

then, Consul-general Amir Lati exchanged

After a brief introduction of the prepara-

tional and academic institutions of Israel

his opinion with president Xie on specific

tion and development of Israel consulate-

and SCU by this visit; he also shared infor-

ideas concerning cooperation between

general in Chengdu, he hoped to boost

mation about Israel’s colleges &universities

educational and academic institutions of

bilateral academic cooperation and

and related academic achievements. And

Israel and SCU.

Zhang Xingdong Becomes Fellow of American
Institute for Medical and Biological Engineering

S

CU Professor Zhang Xingdong is a
fellow of the Chinese Academy of
Engineering, foreign fellow of the

National Academy of Engineering, U.S.,
and the director general of the Chinese
Society for Biomaterials. Professor Zhang
recently visited Washington DC to attend
the American Institute for Medical and
Biological Engineering (AIMBE, http://
www.aimbe.org/) 2015 Annual Meeting
and Induction Ceremony for Fellows,
Class of 2015 during March 15-17, 2015.
Through nomination and review by peers
and members of the AIMBE’s College of
Fellows, Professor Zhang was elected an
AIMBE Fellow “for pioneering contribu-

opment”, to be one of the nine foreign

over the world. They have also successfully

tions to musculoskeletal medical therapies

members who both are Chinese citizens

advocated for public policies that have en-

and leadership in biomaterial product

and live in mainland China. Meanwhile,

abled researchers and business-makers to

development and professional service in

Professor Zhang is honored by the Ameri-

further the interests of engineers, teachers,

China and worldwide”.

can Society for Biomaterials (SFB) with the

scientists, clinical practitioners, and ulti-

The Induction Ceremony of the AIMBE

Clemson Award for Applied Research for

mately, patients.

College of Fellows Class of 2015 was held

his contributions to biomaterials research

AIMBE’s College of Fellows includes

during the AIMBE 2015 Annual Meeting

and application, and the award ceremony

around 1,500 individuals who have made

at the National Academy of Sciences Great

is to be held in the SFB 2015 Annual Meet-

significant contributions to the medical

Hall in Washington DC on March 16,

ing in Charlotte this April.

and biological engineering (MBE) com-

2015. Professor Zhang was inducted by

AIMBE’s mission is to recognize excel-

munity whether in academia, industry,

Ravi Bellamkonda, President of AIMBE, Mi-

lence in, and advocate for, the fields of

or government and their contributions to

lan P. Yager, Executive Director of AIMBE,

medical and biological engineering in or-

MBE research, industry practice, and educa-

and Jennifer West, Chair of the AIMBE Col-

der to advance society. Since 1991, AIMBE‘s

tion have transformed the world. AIMBE

lege of Fellows along with 150 colleagues.

College of Fellows has lead the way for

Fellows have been awarded the Presidential

Last year, Professor Zhang was elected a

technological growth and advancement in

Medal of Science and the Presidential Med-

Foreign Member of the National Academy

the fields of medical and biological engi-

al of Technology and Innovation and many

of Engineering of the United States “for

neering. Fellows have helped revolutionize

also are members of the National Academy

contributions to musculoskeletal medical

medicine and related fields in order to

of Engineering, Institute of Medicine, and

therapies and biomaterial product devel-

enhance and extend the lives of people all

the National Academy of Sciences.
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UC Riverside Delegation Visits SCU

O

n January 9, Prof. Kim A. Wilcox,
the Chancellor of University
of California, Riverside visited

Sichuan University. The delegation was
received by Dr. Xie Heping, the President
of SCU. Officials from the SCU departments concerned also attended the meeting.
In the meeting, president Xie said,
University of California (UC) and Sichuan University have a long history of cooperation, and have founded Jiuzhaigou
International Laboratory for Ecology,
Environment and Sustainability previously. He expressed the wishes that this
visit could push forward communication

pressed the willingness to realizing stra-

Business Administration and Bourns Col-

and cooperation in scientific research,

tegic cooperation between and develop-

lege of Engineering of UC Riverside and

talent cultivation, teachers and students

ment of both institutes through extensive

the heads from College of Economics,

exchange and other aspects between both

communication.

College of Life Sciences, College of Ma-

universities.

During the visit, in-depth communi-

terials Science and Engineering, College

Prof. Kim A. Wilcox spoke highly of

cation and discussion were conducted

of Architecture and Environment, School

the lasting friendship between Sichuan

between the guests from College of Natu-

of Public Administration and College of

University and UC Riverside, and ex-

ral & Agricultural Sciences, School of

Business of Sichuan University.

Delegation Headed by Prof. Harri Melin, Vice-President
of Tampere University of Finland, Visits SCU

O

n Jan. 12, a delegation led by
Prof. Harri Melin, vice-president
of University of Tampere, Finland

paid a visit to Sichuan University. Prof.
Yan Shijing, vice-president of SCU, and
officials from the SCU departments concerned welcomed the guests.
During the meeting, Vice-president
Yan Shijing introduced that Sichuan University (SCU) attaches great importance
to establishing cooperation relationship
with universities in Europe; the Center
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for European Studies in SCU, one of the

entific research, social service and other

Prof. Risto Kunelius, dean of School

six centers for European studies in China,

areas, and facilitate long-term develop-

of Social Sciences and Humanities of

is dedicated to studying European Union

ment of friendship between both parties.

Tampere University and Prof. Harri Me-

and promoting exchange & cooperation

Prof. Harri Melin said that University

tin also visited College of Literature and

between SCU and European universities;

of Tampere is interested in exchanges

Journalism.Both sides exchanged views

SCU pays great attention to cultivation

with SCU in terms of management sci-

about current hot topics in the field of

of talents cultivation in the area of Sino-

ence, social science and literature, etc.,

journalism and discussed about topics

Europe social studies. He expressed the

and more teachers and students from

like employment of graduates majored in

wishes that the two universities could

SCU are welcome to exchange and study

journalism.

deepen their cooperation in teaching, sci-

in University of Tampere.

Royal Society Fellow James Naismith Visits SCU

O

n Jan. 16, SCU President Xie

change and coop-

Heping received the Prof. James

eration between

Naismith, who is a fellow of the

both universities

Royal Society of the United Kingdom and

in the domain

member of the Board of Trustees of Uni-

of scientific re-

versity of St Andrews. Prof. Yan Shijing,

search and talent

vice-president of SCU and officials from

cultivation, and

the departments concerned attended the

drive exploration

meeting.

and development

President Xie extended a warm wel-

of both parties

come to Academician James Naismith

in new research

and congratulated him for having been

fields.

listed into a short-term recruitment pro-

Academician

gram of the “Thousand Talent Program”

James Naismith said that this is his first

strengthen exchange and interaction,

(“Overseas High-level Talents Introduc-

visit to SCU and he is confident of the

establish cooperative programs and push

tion Plan”). President Xie expressed the

future of cooperation and exchange be-

forward advancement of scientific re-

wishes that Academician James Nai-

tween both universities. And he hopes

search in relevant areas.

smith’s visit could further promote ex-

that his visit could help both parties

Vice President Trevor Holmes of Dublin City
University Visits SCU

O

n March, 12, Prof. Li Guangxian,

International Office and the College of

great importance to internationalized

the executive vice president of

Computer Science, SCU attended the

education of students, and Prof. Trebor

SCU, met with the vice president

meeting.

Holmes’s visit can strengthen mutual

of Dublin City University of Ireland,

During the meeting, Prof. Li Guangx-

understanding and communication be-

Prof. Trevor Holme. Officials from the

ian expressed that our University attaches

tween Sichuan University and Dublin
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City University, investigate the domains
of mutual interest, and promote the cooperation between both parties.
Vice president Trevor Holmes made
an introduction about the development
history, discipline advantages, education
and research of Dublin City University,
and expressed that Dublin City University also pays much attention to cultivate
students’ international vision, and is
seeking cooperation with the universities
with similar schooling conception, and
anticipating more cooperation opportunities with Sichuan University.

SCU Delegation Visits
Chinese University of Hong Kong

O

n March 13, at the invitation of

to CUHK for its endeavor to assist the

achievement, and gave a brief intro-

Prof. Fok Tai Fai, the vice presi-

development of our University.

duction about the development ori-

dent of the Chinese University

Prof. Fok Tai Fai looked back into

entation of CUHK and the key areas

of Hong Kong (CUHK), Prof. Yan Shi-

the history of friendly cooperation

in its outward exchange and coopera-

jing, vice president of Sichuan Univer-

between the two universities and its

tion, hoping that both universities

sity, led a delegation to visit CUHK.
The delegation was warmly welcomed by the colleagues headed by
Prof. Fok Tai Fai of CUHK. Vice president Yan Shijing firstly conveyed kind
regards of president Xie Heping of
SCU, then asked Prof. Fok Tai Fai to
present the invitation letter of president Xie Heping to Prof. Joseph Sung,
president of CUHK, inviting him to
visit Sichuan University at his convenience. Vice president Yan Shijing also
gave a detailed introduction about the
status of cooperation between Sichuan
University and the universities in Hong
Kong, including the Chinese University
of Hong Kong, and expressed gratitude
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could make concerted effort to facili-

thermore enriched their expertise and

tate more effective cooperation in the

knowledge.

Taiwan Affairs.
More: In April this year, president

domain of teachers & students com-

After the meeting, the two leaders at-

Xie Heping will attend the “Annual

munication and scientific research.

tended the signing ceremony for “Joint

Meeting of World University Network

Then he expressed special thanks for

Laboratory for Reproductive Medicine”

Alliance” in Shenzhen, organized by

SCU’s invitation of CUHK teachers

and signed the agreement.

the Chinese University of Hong Kong,

and students to participate in “Hand

During the trip, vice president Yan

the chancellor of CUHK, and the

in Hand heart Development” volun-

Shijing and his team also visited the

headman of its Faculty of Medicine,

teering service activities caring for

Re p r o d u c t i ve M e d i c a l L a b o r a t o r y,

Students Affairs Office and other di-

children in the disaster-hit areas and

Prince of Wales Hospital and Students

visions. In July, the “Administrative

“Bashu Culture Workshop for Young

Affairs Office of CUHK, had detailed

Elite training Program of New Era

Student of Sichuan and Hong Kong”.

discussion with respective officers and

sponsored by CUHK will be orga-

He remarked, through the projects of

scholars, and suggested comprehensive

nized by our university. More than 50

Sichuan University, CUHK students

and in-depth cooperation and exchange

teachers and students from over 30

not only witnessed the beauty of the

in more fields between both universi-

universities or colleges in mainland,

west in motherland and its rapid de-

ties.

Taiwan, Hong Kong and Macau will

velopment, but also had a deeper un-

Vice president Yan Shijing was ac-

gather at Sichuan University for this

derstanding of doughtiness, kindness

companied by the persons in charge

event, jointly discussing the signifi-

and pioneering of the people there;

of West China Second Hospital, Joint

cance of West Development and “One

such activities broadened the vision

Laboratory for Reproductive Medicine

Belt, One Road” strategy to Greater

of our teachers and students, and fur-

and Office for Hong Kong, Macau and

China economic development.

Descendant of Joseph Beech, Founder of
West China Union University, Visits SCU

O

n March 24, Thomas Foster
Beech, a descendant of Joseph
Beech, one of the founders

and the first president of the West
China Union University, led a delegation to visit Sichuan University (SCU).
Prof. Li Hong, executive vice president of SCU welcomed the delegation
on West China campus, SCU. Officials
from the departments and colleges
concerned attended the meeting.
Prof. Li Hong highlighted the reform
and development of West China Medicine Science of SCU in recent years. He
remarked, “West China Medicine Science lasting over a century has made
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great contribution to Chinese medicine

ment of West China Medicine Science,

ing to Chengdu and to Huaxiba. And

development and medical talent culti-

and you are welcome to return here in

they also expressed their best wishes

vation; Dr. Beech, as the main founder

memory of the predecessors and the

to West China College and SCU.

of the former West China Union Uni-

history created by them.”

Later, the delegation presented the

versity, will be comforted at its current

The delegation representative ex-

key of the former office in which Mr.

development if he could witness it; in

pressed their appreciation for SCU’s

Beech worked and relevant historic

reviewing the history of West China

warm reception, and said that, as

image data to SCU

College, we deeply miss the predeces-

the descendants of Mr. Beech, who

After the meeting, the delegation

sors like Mr. Beech who made out-

worked and lived here over 100 years

visited West China Medical Exhibi-

standing contributions to the develop-

ago, they feel at home when return-

tion Hall and Huaxi campus.

President Xie Meets Prof. Robert Wilkins,
Senior Tutor of St Edmund Hall, Oxford University

O

n March 30, Prof. Robert Wilkins,
a Senior Tutor of St Edmund Hall
of Oxford University and Mr. Si-

mon Costa, St Edmund Hall’s Senior and
Finance Bursar, paid a visit to Sichuan
University (SCU); President Xie Heping
met with the guests. Prof. Yan Shijing,
vice-president of SCU, and other officials
concerned also attended the meeting.
President Xie Heping reviewed the
cooperation and exchange between
SCU and St Edmund Hall of Oxon,
remarking that Prof. Robert Wilkins is
the first senior professor of SCU-Oxford
Lecture Hall Project who visits SCU. He
hopes that this academic exchange can
propel the cooperation between both
parties in scientific research, especially
in medical research domain, and fur-

fully felt the academic passion of SCU

that more SCU students could study in

thermore, both parties can proceed on

teachers and students during the lec-

St Edmund Hall of Oxon to experience

with international high-end in-depth

ture. He reviewed one by one the prog-

Oxford teaching. Prof. Robert Wilkins

research cooperation in the future, and

ress made by the two sides with respect

believes that there will be enhanced

conduct frontier exploration in a joint

to visiting professors, visiting students,

cooperation between St Edmund Hall

effort, so as to achieve academic break-

teacher training, senior professors’

of Oxon and SCU, Chengdu City and

through, and further fuel cooperation

lectures and other programs since the

even Sichuan province on the basis of

and exchange between us.

signing of memorandum of interna-

present favorable cooperation between

tional academic cooperation. He hopes

both institutions.

Prof. Robert Wilkins said that he

10
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College of Architecture & Environment,
SCU Enter into Cooperation Agreement with
Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyor

O

n January 20 th , a delegation
l e d by Mr. S e a n To m p k i n s,
Chief Executive of the Royal

Institution of Chartered Surveyors
( RIC S ) , v i si t ed t he C o l l e g e o f A rch ite ct u re & Env ir o n m e n t o f S C U
and signed a cooperation agreement
with Prof. Xiong Feng, dean of the
College of Architecture & Environment, SCU.
After an in-depth discussion and
exchange, both sides reached high
consensus on cooperative cultiva tion of high-calibre professionals.
Dean Xiong Feng and Mr. Sean expressed their desire of cooperation,
in the hope of carrying out further
discussion on the cooperation pattern and details to drive the mutual
cooperation.The cooperation agreement bridges the gap between the
Project Cost Specialty of the College
of Architecture & Environment and
the sector of international surveyors,
establishing an exchange and study
p l a t f o r m t o c u l t i va t e h i g h - c a l i b r e
and inter-disciplinary talents in the
Project Cost Specialty and other relevant fields.
RICS, an international professional institution committed to
i m p r ov i n g t h e c r i t e r i o n s i n l a n d ,
real estate and construction environment, can be dated back to

over 100 years, it has been well rec-

professional surveyors some guides,

1792 when the Surveyors’ Club was

ognized by the global market and

some of which are compulsory.

established. With the development

government sectors.RICS provides to
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and Awards

3 Research Projects of SCU Win
2014 National Science and Technology Awards

3

18 research projects, 8 scientists

Medical Infusion Bag Manufacturing

and 1 foreign organization have

Technology and Industrialization” par-

been awarded the National Sci-

ticipated in and accomplished by Prof.

ence and Technology Awards in 2014.

Zhao Changsheng from College of Poly-

Key Technology and Application of

mer Science and Engineering won the

High Beam Quality Super-Gaussian Flat-

second class prize of National Award for

Topped Neodymium Glass, a research

Progress in Science and Technology; and

project that involved Prof. Zhang Bin

“Packaged Technology for New Genera-

from College of Electronic and Informa-

tion of High-Performance Styrene Ther-

tion Engineering won the second prize of

moplastic Elastomer” participated in and

the second class prize of National Award

National Award for Technological Inven-

accomplished by Prof. Zhang Aimin from

for Progress in Science and Technology

tion. “New Vertical Type Polypropylene

Macromolecule Research Institution won

as well.

Dr. Zeng Yunhang Wins
the 1st Young Leather Scientist Award

O

n Jan. 12, according to the news re-

Zeng Yunhang are as follows:

leased by the International Union

“the research aims to establish

of Leather Technologist and Chem-

an appropriate method for di-

ists Societies (IULTCS), Dr. Zeng Yunhang

rectly observing the transfer of

was granted the Youth Leather Scientist

enzymes in skin/hide materials,

Award.

and to find the conditions for

Established in 2014, the “Youth Leather

effective transfer and reaction

Scientist Award” is regarded as the highest

of enzymes in animal pelts. The

honor for youth scholars in international

results may guide tanneries to

leather technological domain. It selects

improve application of enzymes

only one prize-winner worldwide every

in leather making sector.”

two years.The prize-winner of this year,

As a student of Academi-

after two rounds of strict review by the

cian Shi Bi, Zeng Yunhang joined the Na-

achievements were published on interna-

judging panel of the IULTCS Research

tional Engineering Laboratory for Clean

tional academic journals like Journal of

Commission, was selected from 20 youth

Technology of Leather Manufacture of

the American Leather Chemists Associa-

researchers from 7 countries on the basis

SCU in 2013 after obtaining her doctoral

tion. She was also invited to deliver a ple-

of their research work.

degree. Fully devoted to researches on

nary lecture in the 32nd IULTCS Congress

The comments given by the judging

enzyme’s application in leather industry

(Turkey), which attracted broad concern

panel to the research conducted by Dr.

and its scientific principles, her research

from international peers.
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President Xie Heping Voted One of
Top 10 Chinese in Science News of 2014

O

n January 31, 2015, the result

According the report, first-class uni-

of Top 10 Chinese in Science

versities are “cultural cards” of a coun-

News of 2014, an activity

try when communicating with other

jointly sponsored by Chinese Sci-

countries. Winning favor and recogni-

ence News, Science Net, Medical

tion by foreign state heads and heads of

Science News and Science News,

governments demonstrate international

was announced. Dr. Xie Heping, the

influence and international prestige of

President of Sichuan University and

a university, as well as its core competi-

other 9 persons were voted the Top

tiveness and internationalization level

10 Chinese in Science News of 2014.

in a country and a region.

By report, this activity is aimed at vot-

According to the rankling list of “Top

It is said that CUAA research team in-

ing scientists, science communicators

10 Chinese Universities Favored by For-

volved in Chinese University Evaluation

(including popularizers of science) and

eign Political VIPs in 2015” publicized by

released exclusively the “Top 10 Chinese

leading figures of science-and-technology

CUAA.net, SCU ranks the 9 for reception

Universities Favored by Foreign Political

enterprises that have impelled domes-

of 6 foreign political VIPs among over 50

VIPs in 2015” according to their statistics

tic scientific research and technology

Chinese universities where then foreign

of the visits by then foreign state heads

progress, and have excellent innovation

state heads and heads of governments have

and heads of governments to Chinese

ability as well as great influence in 2014.

visited and delivered lectures, making SCU

universities. And the results will be in-

President Xie was voted as a person dis-

the most popular university among foreign

corporated into the evaluation system for

tinguished in technological innovation

political VIPs besides those universities in

Chinese universities rankings in 2015 as

and transformation of research findings.

Beijing and Shanghai.

one evaluation index.

th

SCU Ranks the 148th in Global Top 200
Research Institutions and Universities

R

ecently, Nature Publishing Group pub-

tracking scientific articles published in 68

lished the Nature Index of Top 200 Re-

high quality science journals of the previ-

search Institutions and Universities for

ous year to assess the scientific contribu-

the first time. SCU ranked the 148th with 130

tion made by article authors and their

papers and a weighted fractional count (WFC)

institutions. These journals, selected by two

of 76.82, which increased by 71.2% compared

independent selection panels consisting of

to the numbers for 2012, and such remarkable

in-service scientists, are the journals scien-

growth ranked the third globally.

tists would most like to publish their best

The Nature index is a database pub-

scientific achievements in.

lished by Nature Publishing Group and

Related URL: http://www.nature.com/

its subsidiary company Digital Science in

nature/journal/v515/n7526_supp/fig_

a joint effort, mainly for monitoring and

tab/515S98a_T2.html
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H onors

and Awards

SCU Ranks among Top 10 Chinese Universities Favored by Foreign Dignitaries in 2015

West China Hospital of Stomatology, SCU Ranks 1st
in 2014 Sci-Tech Influence Rankings of Chinese Hospitals, Stomatology Category

West China Hospital of SCU Ranks 1st in 2014 Rankings of
Top 50 Chinese Public Comprehensive Hospitals for Social
Contribution, and 4th in 2014 Rankings of Top 50 Chinese
Universities for Medical Education”

Jiang Zhicheng, A Graduate Student of College of Chemistry, SCU,
Wins the Best Report Award in The 5th Asia Oceania Conference on Green and Sustainable Chemistry
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International Students in SCU

S

CU has become a mirror in the glo-

from all around the world, they finish

Han culture, walking on streets and alleys

balization era; here, a small “global

their study and scatter back into every

with bun and Han Chinese Clothing, be-

village” is under development. Stu-

corner of the world with SCU’s special

coming a spotlight in Chengdu.

dents from all around the world are now
studying at SCU, injecting new vigor and
vitality into this century-old university.

mark stamped on them.

How are these international friends in

In addition to the international stu-

SCU integrated into the city? And what’s

dents’ efforts in learning knowledge,

the image of SCU from the perspec-

Walking around on the campus, you

their enthusiasm and compassion attract

tive of international students? Listen to

will meet foreigners from all over the

extensive attention of media. “Sichuan

the stories of “SCU students” from US,

world, which add an exotic flavor to SCU.

Girl” Victoria from Argentina attracted

France, India and Maldives. There is no

They study in classrooms and libraries,

media attention for her retro artistic pho-

boundary between knowledge, because

work out in the sports fields, have dinner

tos; German student Lele wept for failure

a transnational friendship bridge is built

in the cafeterias, and strolling leisurely

to rescue a drowning Chinese man in

by the common pursuit of science and

on the boulevards lined with sycamores

Jiuyanqiao, which touched many passers-

technology, linking the Chinese students

on both sides. After converging at SCU

by; American student Liu Tai is keen on

closely with the international students.
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Footprints Left by
International Students at SCU

Adorable “Panda”: A Nerdy Medical Student from Maldives
By Xiao Shuang

T

hree years ago, Mahroos just gradu-

having individual study, and staying in

ated from a senior high school. He

dormitory-that’s all. Due to his slightly

saw SCU’s MBBS Program while

overweight body and simple & honest

surfing the internet, and got excited, as he

characteristics, just like a panda, he there-

had been dreaming of becoming a doctor

fore was called “Panda” by his friends.

ever since he was a little boy. So he contact-

Obsessed with Chinese kung fu movie,

ed SCU through an intermediary agency to

he studies Chinese martial arts on his

submit application to SCU Overseas Stu-

own.

dents Office, and he was accepted by West

Mahroos speaks little but loves think-

China Schoold of Medicine, SCU. Finally

ing. He said, traditional Chinese medi-

his dream was fulfilled.

cine and Maldives medicine are similar,

Different from the optimistic impres-

with medicinal materials taken from vari-

sion about tropical residents, Mahroos

ous herbaceous plants, sharing similar

speaks softly with timid smile on his face.

medical philosophy, this is interesting.

As a devout Moslem, Mahroos always

When talking about learning medi-

goes to Chengdu Huangcheng Mosque

cine at West China College, Mahroos

for religious ceremony with friends.

expressed with delight that, study in

There are Moslem restaurants at all cam-

such a beautiful campus, with strong

puses of SCU, international students can

academic atmosphere as well as diligent

also cook at their dormitories by them-

and admirable teachers, greatly improves

selves, so Mahroos doesn’t encounter any

his Chinese competency and medical

diet related difficulty and feels very lucky.

knowledge. Mahroos cherishes the study

Chengdu is known as “a city you will

opportunity in China, where he wishes

not wanna leave”, Mahroos can not re-

to learn Chinese well and improve his

ject the attraction of this city either. He

medical level, and he expressed his desire

is shocked at the modernization and

to work in China in the future.

internationalization of the city located in

We also wish this adorable indoors-

southwest China. And he loves the beau-

man can move farther and farther in the

tiful scenery and gourmet here.

medical field, and bring heath and hap-

Mahroos is a typical academic in-

piness to the people in Maldives, China

doorsman. His daily life is composed

or other countries with his knowledge

of attending class, doing homework,

and skill learned at SCU.
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Mohamed Mahroos
from Male, Maldives, is a sophomore in
the MBBS Program at West China School
of Medicine, SCU
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Bollywood Art and Western Medicine
By Xiao Shuang

I

n Sept. 2012, Shreenik
Kundu, an 18 years old Indian boy came to Chengdu

from New Delhi to start a six-

Shreenik Kundu

he maintain the balance be-

from New Delhi, India is a sophomore in MBBS Program
at West China School of Medicine, SCU

He said in excitement: “Every-

tween study and relaxation.
thing here is great! Delicious

year program at West China

food, comfortable accom-

School of Medicine, SCU. He

modation, first-rate teaching,

has been yearning for seeing

various entertainment and

China—an ancient country.

convenient traffic, everything

He was attracted by its exten-

is beyond my imagination!

sive and profound culture and

And the most important is

rapidly developing economy.

Chengdu people are really

West China School of Medi-

warm and friendly.”

cine is not only famous in

Due to heavy study tasks

China, but also well known

and the life-and-death re-

in India. Encouraged and sup-

lated nature of medical career,

ported by his family, he came

Shreenic dares not neglect his

here for study. For him, every-

study in the slightest.He said,

thing is brand new, and the

medicine learning requires a

six-year life of study abroad is

large amount of time and en-

full of hopes and challenges.

ergy, the six-year undergraduate

As a youth who loves arts

study is just the first step. After

and sports, and often plays

graduation from SCU MBBS

British rock with guitar, good

Program, he intends to contin-

at singing and dancing, brings

ue his study for master degree

Bollywood movie dance to

or even doctoral degree.

Chengdu.

The cultural resonance

Shreenic is wild about dis-

shorten the distance between

covery and exploration, and

Shreenic and China, he hopes

he has traveled around Chengdu and

in China in the future, to feel the unique

to stay in China and pursue his dream

recently visited Chongqing, a mountain

charms of various places and have a

in medical domain in the future, fur-

city, with friends during the last National

deeper understanding of the multi-

thermore, he expects to work in China

Day Holiday. The trip in Chongqing

dimensional China.

with his expertise and skill for safety and

helped him realize China is really vast in

When mentioning the life in Cheng-

health of more people. This is Shreenic,

territory, with numerous scenic spots and

du, Shreenic always runs over with smile,

an Indian handsome boy with bolly-

historic sites, composed of various prov-

he is absolutely enjoying everyday here.

wood artistic temperament, a student at

inces with different features and charms.

Studying in China alone does good to

West China College, studying hard for

Thus he decides to travel to more places

cultivating his independence, and help

his noble professional dream.
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I’m a Korean Sinologist
By Xin Xiaotong

A

s many heroines in South Ko-

a teacher for Korean optional course in

rean soap operas, Zhao Aizi is a

her first year of Ph.D. She also offered

gentle, quiet, and soft-speaking,

on-site interpretation when the presi-

polite and sweat girl. Even on the SCU

dent of Konkuk University visited SCU

campus well-known for the presence of

and met with president Xie Heping.

many attractive girls, she still gets quite

She likes travel, and she said “China

a lot of attention for her appearance.

is so large; when traveling in different

After getting her master degree at
Chongqing University in 2012, Zhao

from Seoul, South Korea, is now a third
year doctoral student of Linguistics &
Applied Linguistics of the College of Literature and Journalism, SCU

provinces, it likes traveling in different
countries.”

Aizi came to SCU for doctoral degree.

Zhao Aizi is often pleasantly sur-

There were many Korean students study

prised by SCU, especially the teachers,

Chinese with her in China, but just a

from whom she can learn a lot. “Teach-

few of them stay continuing their study.

ers speak slowly particularly for us for-

It is the sixth year of Zhao’s stay in

eign students and take care of us very

China. She can speaks not only manda-

Zhao Aizi

much, and offer us a lot help.”

rin Chinese fluently, but also construe

Two-year study at SCU makes Zhao

some dialects, and she also studied

Aizi change a lot. As she said with con-

Chinese martial arts.There is little differ-

fidence: “I am now a SCU tour guide

ence between Zhao Aizi and an ordinary

instead of the previous shy foreigner;

Chinese student.She has become a well-

I’m now an international youth aware

known “China hand” in her friends

of how to respect diverse cultures and

circle. As long as you follow Zhao Aizi,

how to make the best of various cul-

you can enjoy the most delicious food

tures, instead of the previous youth

and most beautiful sceneries.

who only cared about her individual-

Zhao Aizi actively integrates herself

ity; I’m now a ‘China hand’ capable of

in study and life at SCU.She used to be

explaining Chinese with Chinese and

independently completing academic
paper in Chinese, instead of a foreign
alien speaking awkward-sounding Chinese.”
With years of efforts, Zhao Aizi has
formed her own unique understanding
and viewpoint with respect to Chinese
economy and culture besides adaptation
to and integration with the life here. She
believes that, rapid developing economy
is one unique and excellent side of China,
but diversified and relevantly severe social
and ecological problems present the other.
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And the key for solution of these problems

man and society as well, if resources are

very well, and feels like she was at

lies just right in the traditional Chinese

exploited rationally, ecological balance will

home. Despite some occasional dissat-

culture (nothing else), one of which is the

be maintained and thus social coordina-

isfaction with its management and ser-

Confucian “the doctrine of the mean”. If

tion and sustainable development will be

vice concerning international students,

such doctrine is applied in the relationship

possible.

Zhao Aizi is fully confident with the

between human and nature, between hu-

Zhao Aizi adapts to the life in SCU

future of Sichuan University.

I’m a Bird Chasing a Dream
By He Sijia

T

hough he came from France, he

SCU teachers encouraged Saifei to have

was familiar with China. Due to

more communications with Chinese

the job requirements of his par-

classmates and have more trips outside.

ents, Saifei completed his 3-year high

He was told that the most charming and

school study in Shanghai, where he made

beautiful aspect of China is not in the

Chinese friends, came to know authentic

books, but on the journey and

Chinese culture and formed an indis-

in the life rather than.

soluble bound with Chinese language.

Boudad Safir
from Bordeaux, France, is a first-year graduate student studying International Chinese
Education in the College of Literature and
Journalism, SCU. He has a Chinese name—
Saifei, which means flying race

On this point, Saifei told

After returning to Bordeaux, Saifei of-

us excitedly, the teachers in

ten thought of China.He chose Chinese

SCU give him a totally new

as his major in the university, because he

experience. Different from

believed he would return to the country

Bordeaux’s universities, the

that he missed very much. He said that

relationship between teachers

his university life was just like a journey

and students in SCU is like

in pursuit of dream; while studying vari-

parents and kids rather than

ous complicated Chinese characters, he

teachers and students. Saifei

was often pulled back to the sweet mem-

once asked questions to his

ories of China.

teacher, and they talked wide-

With his own effort, Saifei won the

ly and excitedly, the teacher

opportunity to have his postgraduate

even invited him to enjoy the

study in China, and even got the scholar-

Sinkiang special food-Naan

ship, which made his whole family really

in a Moslem restaurant at the

proud. This time, he chose Chengdu, to

campus. Even now, Saifei will,

study at SCU, since he was suggested by

from time to time, have tea

one of his friends to enjoy the “slow life”

in tea houses at the Univer-

in Chengdu, a city well known for its re-

sity with his teacher and chat

laxation.

about recent interesting news.

Saifei chose International Chinese

In spare time, Saifei is a

Education as his major in SCU. Outside

sunny big boy. On the football

the classrooms, he doesn’t stay idle, as

fields in Wangjiang Campus,
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Jiang’an Campus or Huaxi Campus, you

makes many new friends in this university,

band in his middle school. And his rock

may catch sight of him. Without any lin-

who seem like his “roots” in SCU, and turn

dream never passes away. He says that

guistic obstacle, he often invites friends

SCU into a “home” to him.

SCU is a magical place full of freedom

to have football match on sunny days.

Saifei always says that he came to China in

and tolerance, where there always seems

Regardless of different nationalities, differ-

pursuit of dream; besides studying Chinese

to be surprise awaiting him.He believes

ent languages and skin colors, Saifei and

language and culture, he has a little desire.

he will meet friends with same rock pas-

his friends all share same energy and vital-

Since his boyhood, Saifei loves music,

ity on football field. Through football, he

especially Reggae, and he even created a

sion in SCU, and he will realize his rock
dream here in the near future.

Alex the Opptimistic Boy Who Love Communicating with Others
By Xin Xiaotong

O

n Sept. 10, 2014, Alex left New

Alex has another habit

York and came to SCU as an ex-

developed in SCU—taking a

change student for half a year. In

walk after dinner.

order to feel the unique Chinese culture,

Chengdu at dusk is quiet.

Alex picked the ancient city of Chengdu

Such natural calmness min-

instead of Beijing.

gled with humanity warm-

And fortunately, Chengdu doesn’t

ness make him increasingly

disappoint him. He has had his unique

love Chengdu, SCU and

comprehension of this city in just one

people here.

and half a month. In addition to the lo-

“People” is the core of

cal culture like Sichuan opera, Alex is in-

Alex’s interest. He likes

terested in observing persons.He was im-

observing others, meeting

pressed by two characteristics of Chengdu

others and understanding

people—warm heart and friendliness.

others. Alex believes that ev-

“Every time I want to ask about some-

eryone has his own unique

thing, local people will stop their work,

mind and existence signifi-

or even take a detour to help me.” he can

cance. For him, it is an in-

never forget the girl who showed him the

valuable treasure to explore

way and carried luggage for him when

and understand everyone’s

he first came to SCU. What came to his

characteristics. And he has

mind at that time was “Chengdu is really

own theory: “when you un-

an ideal choice I’ve made”.

derstand others more, you

SCU gives Alex an amicable feel-

understand yourself more.”

ing and a warm atmosphere. The entire

Alex can always get positive

campus is full of vitality, like heated

energy from negative mat-

discussion in classrooms or happy com-

ters.And such positive energy

munication on the way. “And the kids

makes him very optimistic.

in SCU attached primary school often

In Alex’s mind, nothing is

run around and sometimes dance in the

difficult; and everything,

yard. You will feel happy just watching

happy, sad or painful, is an

the smile on their faces.”

“experience” and a precious
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Alexander Forman Buzak
from Buffalo, New York, a student from the State
University of New York at Albany, is a first-year postgraduate student at SCU, taking Chinese Studies as
his major and Business & Globalization as his minor.
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memory to him, from which he can ben-

in the international students apartment.

Wish Alex’s optimism could help him

efit.

In spite of complete equipments and

feel more warmness and enthusiasm of-

What Alex regrets the most is that he

considerable service, Alex prefers to live

fered by Chengdu; wish him enjoy more

does not have more chances to commu-

with Chinese students to learn more Chi-

“experience” during his study here and

nicate with Chinese students, as he lives

nese and understand the locals better.

make it fruitful.

Courtney Lee—A Steamed Stuffed Bun Lover
By He Sijia

B

esides Chinese students and
teachers, there are many foreigners with blond hair and blue eyes

on the campus of Sichuan University.
And Courtney is one of those students.

Courtney Lee

So they asked the shopkeeper to give

from Seattle, United States, who came to
China for a one-semester exchange program through the PLU project, studies International Studies at Sichuan University

food, they were surprised to find out that

them more. And when they paid for the
they ate 13 steamed stuffed buns in total.
Witnessing this, customers of neighbor-

Following her passion for Chinese lan-

ing tables all roared with laugher kindly.

guage, 20-year-old Courtney came all the

From then on, Courtney was given the

way from the beautiful Emerald City of

nickname of “steamed stuffed bun lover”.

Seattle, U.S. to Sichuan University, the

Courtney told us that the reason she

place she had always wanted to visit, as

likes Chengdu and Sichuan University

an exchange student of the PLU project.

is that she found out that she became a

Courtney chose Sichuan University

part of this city and this university dur-

as the university to study in without

ing the process of eating delicacies.

hesitation, because of its great reputa-

Courtney likes to explore and dis-

tion abroad and excellent teachers, but

cover new things. Besides Chinese

also its all-inclusive atmosphere. In

foods, she tries to watch Chinese TV se-

terms of specialty, she chose Interna-

ries and variety shows to learn Chinese

tional Studies. She told us that it was

and local cultures.

the spirit of all - inclusiveness rooted in

To help international students like

the culture of Sichuan University that

Courtney overcome language barri-

taught her the right attitude towards

ers, Sichuan University offers Chinese

the exchange and development of dif-

courses. Courtney likes her Chinese

ferent cultures among the world.
The delicious foods in Sichuan do
deserve the reputations they enjoy! In

teacher- Teacher He. Courtney said
think it must be the pepper that stimu-

though interactions in classes of Si-

lates them to do so”.

chuan University are less than United

China, Courtney hardly had any west-

KIKI, a best friend of Courtney, is a

States, the teachers here are really will-

ern-style food, she said: “Because there

Chinese student from College of Foreign

ing to help students and teach them

are so many delicacies in Chengdu”.

Languages of Sichuan University. She

through lively activities.

Courtney likes the taste of red chili oil

told Courtney that there is a food which

Courtney said the time in Sichuan

after arrival in no time. Courtney said

cannot be missed in China –steamed

University is flying and she hoped that

humorously: “The taste of spicy and

stuffed bun, one of the most traditional

she could travel to more places in China.

hot is really fantastic. I used to wonder

Chinese foods. Then they went to a shop

And she wishes to pass relevant examina-

why teachers and students in Sichuan

selling steamed stuffed bun. After eating

tions, so as to stay in China for service

University work so hard, and now I

one, Courtney found it really delicious.

concerning foreign affairs if possible.
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Through the Hole in the Earth

I’ve always thought that one of the best
ways to get to know a culture is to know
the food, and so I’m dedicating a blog

By Meena Boppana

post to the awesome food I’ve found so far
around Chengdu.
Since I’m vegetarian, I thought that I

Meena Boppana
Coming from Harvard University
Major in Computer Science
Studied in Sichuan University from June to July, 2014

would have a tough time finding good
food to eat in China and was even tempted
to pack easy mac in my suitcase. But I’ve
been pleasantly surprised to find that every
restaurant that I’ve been to so far has had
vegetarian options. The food is delicious,
but often pretty spicy. Chilly oil is really
popular, as well as a pepper that tastes a bit
tingly rather than actually spicy. (And will
numb your mouth in large doses.)
The second week of being here totally
flew by! One thing that’s struck me in
Chengdu is how friendly everyone is towards foreigners. Everyone wants to talk
with us and is willing to help us out as
well. A few of us went to the People’s Park
(Renmin Gongyuan) on Friday, an awesome park in the center of Chengdu. (Next
to the enormous statue of Mao in the city
center.) At the park, a man was doing calligraphy with a brush dipped in water on
the sidewalk. It was kind of like chalk art
and very cool. But anyway, the man im-

W

mediately saw us and wrote “Welcome to
hen I was little, I used to joke

der of it all. The north gate (“bei men”) is

America” in Chinese characters. He then

about digging a hole in the earth

straight out of a movie.

proceeded to teach my friend about cal-

and ending up on the other side of

KTV would be reason enough to bring

ligraphy for almost a half hour. I wish we

the world. I may as well have just entered a

me to China. On Friday I finally got to try

were more welcoming towards Chinese

parallel universe via a hole in the earth after

it out and see what all the hype is about.

tourists at Harvard. My tendency to vaguely

24 hours of traveling and 12 hours of wan-

Basically, for three dollars (18 kwai) a per-

point lost tourists in New York and Cam-

dering around this city in amazement. Night

son, we got a private room with karaoke

bridge in the right direction is shameful in

is day and day is night. All of a sudden, I am

including English and Chinese songs from

comparison to the hospitality that we’ve

the foreigner on spectacle, rather than being

8 pm until as late as we wanted to stay.

received. The Chinese students whom I’ve

the American walking past confused tourists

(One of our Chinese friends booked it on a

gotten a chance to interact with have gone

blocking my path to class in Harvard Yard.

site that essentially brings people together

out of their way to take us around, show us

Water which I usually drink cold is served to

to buy something like KTV in bulk, which

the best food, and introduce us to KTV (!).

me boiling hot.

is one of the reasons we got it so cheaply.)

There is one thing in particular that I

I love Chengdu. The campus is gorgeous

The atmosphere of the room was awesome,

love about the Chinese education system:

and I doubt I will ever get over the won-

complete with a strobe light, two karaoke

the focus on foreign languages from an
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early age. Chinese students learn English

how to say “how are you” ( 你好吗 ).

sit for hours playing mahjong. Mahjong,

starting in kindergarden nowadays, and

I think the best part of being in a new

teahouses, and food. The emphasis on

so every student here speaks English. (At

place is the opportunity to do crazy things

food (see blog post 2) is great. Not only is

varying levels.) One of our guest lecturers

that you would never do back home.

the food delicious, but people take time to

remarked that he thinks that cross-cultural

Yesterday in Kung Fu class, we practiced

eat it too, rather than grabbing food on the

exchange among young people is crucial,

Chinese boxing. I had never tried boxing

go. My latest obsession is something called

and that language is the key to culture. If

in my life and was at first reluctant to try

“mao cai,” which is a dish where you can

every American spoke Chinese and under-

and punch the pad that my instructor was

choose your own assortment of tofu, veg-

stood Chinese culture as well as the Chi-

holding as hard as I possibly could, both

etables, and meat, and then they cook it up

nese here understand American culture and

from the front and from the side. But by

for you in a really spicy soup.

speak English, I think that we would have

the end of class, I was able to execute a

I’ve been eating more at the student

a much more inclusive and understanding

basic sequence of punches and kicks. Hai-

dining hall and trying to strike up conver-

society.

ya! The other crazy thing that I did was

sations with Chinese students. One thing

I’m also pretty happy with the amount

race around Chengdu on Sunday with my

that’s struck me since getting here is how

of Chinese that I’ve learned in 8 weeks. 谢

roommate and a couple of amazing Chi-

pre-professional the majors here feel. Last

谢老师！ (Thank you teacher!) I definitely

nese students. They had designed a scaven-

weekend on our trip to mount Qingcheng,

credit my teachers for assigning us just the

ger hunt called “Chengdu rush” in which

I asked the tour guide what her major was

right amount of dictations ( 听 写 ) and

we divided up into teams and had to

in college and her answer was simple: tour-

homework, in addition to in class speaking

complete various tasks at various destina-

ism. Tourism and history, to be fair, but

practice since there are only 6 of us. The

tions around Chengdu including People’s

still. Several of the students who I’ve met

other factor has been that I actively try and

Park, Chun Xi Lu (commercial district), the

here are English majors, a major which

practice speaking Chinese for a bit per day

Tibetan district, and other places. It took

tends to focus on interpreting. Moreover,

to my Chinese friends. I sound absolutely

us five hours of racing around the city by

students only take classes pertaining to

stupid and end up resorting to English

bus and on foot, but we finally completed

their major, and also live and hang out

eventually, so it’s a miracle that anyone

it and all went out to a traditional Sichuan

with the other students in their major for

puts up with me speaking. But I think

family-style meal afterwards :) The fact

the most part. (In fact, the freshmen and

that’s the only way to learn. In addition to

that Chinese students designed an entire

sophomore math majors, along with some

improving my speaking, I’ve noticed that I

scavenger hunt and then ran around the

other majors, live on a different campus 40

can understand a lot more than I was able

city with us all day is a testament to how

minutes away.) And while I haven’t actually

to just a few weeks ago. It’s really gratify-

hospitable people are here.

interacted with enough students to know, I

ing to be able to understand something

Local Chengduren (Chengdu residents)

don’t feel that there’s the same cross-pollina-

that my Chinese friends say to each other,

like to say that people prioritize happi-

tion of ideas and random lunchtime conver-

considering that when I first got here I was

ness over ambition here. There are parks

sations about philosophy or religion or the

scared of tones and basically just knew

with teahouses in them, where one can

Black Mass that there is at Harvard.

International Students around Me
By Luo Rulin (The First Secretary of International Communication and Cooperation Office of SCU Graduate Student Union)

A

fter joining the International Com-

they not only socialized with foreign stu-

outings with Chinese friends in spare time.

munication and Cooperation Office

dents, but also liked to communicate with

Foreign students are active on artistic stag-

of SCU Graduate Student Union,

Chinese students and attended classes with

es, and the traditional Vietnamese dances,

I have had more chances to meet and get

them. They will talk with dorm janitors,

hot Thailand songs and dances performed

to know international students at Sichuan

say “ni hao”, hello in Chinese, to Chinese

by them brought us novel and exotic feel-

University. I was surprised to find out that

students on campus and have parties or

ings. And the English corner every Friday
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I nternational

Students
proximate to that of native speaker, which
enables her to communicate with Chinese
students without any barrier.
Tylor, an exchange student from University of Washington, United States, was also
very active. His Chinese name is Huang Yutai
and he studied in the Chinese Department of
Sichuan University. As one of the first-tenure
members of the International Elite Club, he
took part in almost every activity organized
by us. Regardless of bicycling or education
assistance or any other activity, he was always
very positive. This handsome and warmhearted American boy was popular among
students and we invited him to our private
gathering. He could barely speak Chinese, so

night on Sichuan University campus is

Chinese students, so as to benefit each

we communicated in English and even play

always very popular among students. The

other in both vision and learning.

games in English. Though Tylor as graduated

foreign students are energetic, optimistic

Among the foreign students I am famil-

and athletic. They also like to have noodles

iar with, Mei Caoyuan, who comes from

at the small restaurants behind the library

Vietnam, gives me the deepest impression.

Among all the foreign students I contact

and travel around Chengdu together in

During the interview of recruitment, this

in Sichuan University, they are all willing

their spare time...

beautiful and sunshiny girl answered all

to communicate with Chinese students

and returned to USA, he still keeps in touch
with us.

To provide more channels and opportu-

questions unhurriedly in fluent Chinese.

no matter they are introversive or extrover-

nities for communication between Chinese

I once mistakenly thought she was a Viet-

sive, no matter they are from Europe and

students and foreign students, SCU Gradu-

nam citizen of Chinese origin. Caoyuan is

America or Southeast Asia. And Chinese

ate Student Union organizes varieties of

a postgraduate of the College of Literature

students also have a strong willingness to

activities, like oral English training camps,

and Journalism, majored in Journalism.

interact with them and learn from each

culture lectures and sharing salons, etc.

She takes part in every activity of the Inter-

other. Students organize spontaneously

These activities are popular among both

national Communication and Cooperation

some saloons or become “language part-

Chinese and foreign students, some foreign

Office and encourages other foreign stu-

ners”, which are good ways to promote

students even act as keynote speakers. In

dents around her to participate in.In terms

cross-culture communication and campus

order to encourage more excellent foreign

of entertainment, she always observes our

culture internationalization.

students to conduct in-depth communica-

customs, and play well with us no mat-

By means of sports get-together, English

tion with Chinese students, we establish

ters it is party, KTV or Table game. She

corner and Wechat, etc., our International

an International Elite Club, which gathers

gets along with others. I barely found any

Communication and Cooperation Office

both Chinese and foreign students willing

cultural difference on her. We have lessons

provides Chinese and foreign students with

to communicate and organizes fellowship

together, do our homework together and

platforms and opportunities to communi-

activities. There are currently about 70 stu-

discuss on which restaurants provide deli-

cate with each other. We look forward to

dents in the club, among which 12 are for-

cious foods. We will rehearse our programs

more courses with international perspectives

eign students from England, United States,

and take pictures outdoor together. She

as well as more inter-culture teaching con-

Russia, Pakistan and India, etc. The club

will introduce some custom and festivals

tent and methods, so as to enable Chinese

aims at attracting more foreign students,

in Vietnam and invite us to travel in Viet-

students and foreign students to study at the

helping them to quickly integrate them-

nam sincerely. Her popularity is resulted

same classes. This will be definitely more

selves into the study and life of Sichuan

from her lively and friendly characters, but

effective in strengthening their academic ex-

University, strengthen interactions with

also her Chinese linguistic competency ap-

change and cultural communication.
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Winner of Award for Teaching Excellent

First Prize

Second Prize

Professor Xie Qian

Professor Zhou Lu

Professor Zhang Xiaobo

College of Literature and Journalism

College of Chemical Engineering

Physical Education

Third Prize

Professor Li Yongxian

Professor Qin Shilun

Professor Liu Limin

School of History & Culture (Tourism)

College of Architecture & Environment

College of Foreign
Languages and Cultures

Professor Xu Xiaozhan

Professor Yuan Lihua

Professor Sun Qun

Associate Professor Li Xiaoqing

College of Mathematics

College of Chemistry

College of Life Sciences

West China School
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